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AN INTRODUCTION TO DOOR DROP

Door drop campaigns make an immediate impact and generate rapid, measurable response; 
achieve cost- effective market coverage without duplication of recipient, and permit activity to 
be focused specifically on households who fit the demographic profile of your target audience.

The flexibility of door drop marketing allows for activity to be targeted as accurately a single 
street, or as broadly as every UK address.  It is a proven medium which works as part of 
integrated broadcast media campaigns, part of the offline mix which often helps to drive online 
response.

Strategic and tactical uses of door drop marketing
• To advertise products and services
• To generate product trials
• To drive retail or web traffic
• To highlight seasonal sales and promotions
• To build cost-effective brand awareness
• To secure consumer response and build customer databases
• To disseminate information
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WHY DOOR DROP MARKETING WORKS-
PERCEPTION VS REALITY

DMA research

Perception: “Door drops don’t have any impact on campaign effectiveness.”
Reality: 88% of respondents say door drop campaigns have boosted awareness of a company’s 
product or service.

Perception: “Door drops response rates are lower than direct mail material.”
Reality: Door drop response rates compare well with total direct mail, delivering an estimated 
18% response rate, compared with 16% on direct mail.

Perception: “Door drop marketing material has very low response rates.”
Reality: 30% of respondents say they have recorded an increase in the average response rates 
to door drop campaigns over the past 12 months.

Perception: “Door drop marketing doesn’t work.”
Reality: 42% of respondents say door drops are a very important part of their company’s overall 
media mix.

Perception: “Door drop marketing doesn’t work as well as direct mail, TV or press.”
Reality: Unaddressed door drops are rated higher for ROI than online, press, TV and radio with 
34% saying the medium is very effective.

The full research is available at the Mail Media Centre. 
Sources - Direct Marketing Association (DMA) UK, Quadrangle, Royal Mail, April 2010 
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Additional research

Data Talk study for ITV Sept 2009, 3,000 UK adults

• Door drop is the most received communication channel in terms of recall – 88%    
 compared to DM (60%), TV (59%) and Internet ads (36%) 
• Door drops are as acceptable as direct mail for successful campaign engagement 
• Door drops drive 50% more response than online advertising and similar levels of   
 response to DM (13%) vs door drop (12%) 
• 12% of young adults, 15-24 are likely to respond to door drops in the future compared to   
 13% who are likely to respond to the internet
• Regarding the types of marketing people are most responsive to, leaflets posted through  
 the door are top, followed by TV, newspaper/magazine ads and the internet
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PART OF THE MARKETING MIX

Door drops offer a unique opportunity to deliver a hard-hitting message and call to action; this 
can be especially impactful as part of an integrated marketing strategy. Distribution can be 
easily co-ordinated to run alongside complementary advertising campaigns on radio, television 
or in print.  Door drops can also be used as a follow-up mechanism to reinforce or build on a 
single campaign message across multiple media to achieve high levels of consumer recall and 
response.

Door drops can be matched to fit within radio or television catchment areas, sales regions, or 
an organization’s retail territory.

Unlike some other media, marketing material delivered via door drop can benefit from the 
standout of being delivered directly into the home. In specific comparison to other media, the 
following is observed:

• Door drops put you directly in control of the targeting
• There is sometimes a set circulation figure, whereas you can select the quantity you   
 wish to distribute with door drops
• The potential opportunity of a leaflet, to be created in a colourful and impactful manner   
 places a message on the householders doormat which can easily be seen and    
 acted upon

TV catchments
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Radio catchments
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HOW TO USE DOOR DROPS

The following section covers off the environment in which door drops are received, including 
the different methods of distribution, and the key targeting tools available to you.

Methods of distribution

The way in which the consumer received your information will be critical to the success of your 
campaign.  There are a range of different distribution methods available, some of which may be 
more suitable, depending on the objectives of your activity so guidance should be sought from a 
DMA door drop practitioner.

Free Newspaper Network – Newshare

Leaflets are delivered into the household with a trusted local medium, the free newspaper, 
which is delivered weekly via a locally managed and supervised distribution network.  
Distribution can be targeted to individual rounds or areas. Shared distribution with other 
brands can be a highly cost-effective way of sharing the cost of delivery across more than 
one client.  Distribution generally occurs in the latter part of the week making it an excellent 
channel for retailers. Items can also be booked for distribution on a separate day to the 
newspaper to achieve greater standout, but the cost will be higher.

Royal Mail Door To Door

Delivered with the daily post by the same network of uniformed postal staff, Royal Mail 
distributes non-competing door drop items to each household on a weekly basis, excluding 
those who have opted out of door drops. As the items are received with the daily post they can 
benefit from the attention this environment receives.  As most households receive post, this is 
the only method of distribution which can reach nearly all households within every postcode 
sector.

Independent Distribution Networks

This method offers the option of sending your item either shared alongside other clients, or 
on its own.  These teams can be the only option in some areas if there is no free newspaper 
coverage, and if Royal Mail is fully booked or already has a competing item booked in that area.  
Well-established distribution companies can also offer the flexibility needed if distributing 
items which are too large, or bulky for distribution via free newspapers or Royal Mail.
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UK postcodes (universe)

• Full Postcode SL6 7QY
• Area – SL = 200,000 Households
• District – 6 = 9000 Households
• Sector – 7 = 2500 Households
• Postcode – QY = 15 Households

Most door drop targeting and distribution is based on the postcode sector but smaller units of 
geography are becoming available.
 
Total sectors covered

Royal Mail  9,300   Sectors 26m  98%
Free Newspapers 7,000   Sectors 17.5m  74%
Teams   9,100   Sectors 25m  96%

9,500 Postal Sectors (AB1-1)
26+ Million Households
1.5+ Million Businesses

Door Drop Reach

Door Drop Coverage by Household
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Door drop is one of the most precisely targeted and accountable media there is.  Marketers 
can customise their distribution to match specific campaign objectives using sophisticated, 
data driven targeting systems.  Different messages can be sent to different geographical areas, 
customised to match the relevant demographic audience.

Using the profile of your customer database, or by establishing a target market, you can use 
various targeting systems to analyse the households and identify areas with the required 
characteristics.  These are some of the key targeting systems which door drop practitioners 
use to target door drops:

• Geography
 o TV Regions
 o Radio catchments
 o Government boundaries
 o Subsector
 o Bespoke catchment

• Consumer classifications
 o Mosaic – built by Experian
 o Acorn – built by CACI
 o Cameo – built by CallCredit
 o Personicx – built by Acxiom

• Gravity models
 o Grocery catchments
 o Retail centre catchments
 o Leisure catchments

• Census counts
 o Age
 o Ethnic origin
 o Social grade
 o Occupation
 o Family Composition

Irrespective of whether the catchment for your campaign is national, regional or local, effective 
planning is an essential pre-requisite.  Timing can be crucial for the success for your campaign 
– factors such as seasonality and peak booking times should be taken into consideration and 
your door drop practitioner will be able to advise on these.

TARGETING
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MAKING AN IMPACT

No other medium matches the flexibility of door drop marketing in enabling you to literally 
place your proposition directly into the hands of a potential customer in their own home.

Unlike other  media formats, with door drop campaigns there is no limit to the creative 
potential of your campaign. The item should grab attention, engage the consumer and invite 
them to respond.  Have a clear objective, and don’t try to do too many things with one piece of 
material:

• Achieve doormat impact – colours, copy, fonts, size and format can all be used to    
 capture the consumer’s attention
• Your brand should be paramount – brand recognition should be almost instantaneous on  
 both the front and back of the item, as the item can land either way up on the doormat
• The offer or message should be clear and concise – keep copy direct and simple
• If you want to capture data, include a response mechanism or a call to action

If your door drop is part of a more extensive integrated campaign, you should code your item to 
help determine which medium has stimulated the most responses. However, many customer 
journeys are more complicated and may involve initial response driving further research 
through another channel and final purchase from another, therefore requiring further sales 
analysis or econometric modelling.

Sales analysis should be comprehensive and include increases in web traffic, shop footfall and 
telephone responses.

DMA sector awards

http://www.dmaawards.org.uk/content/Categories.asp?cat=43 

http://www.dmaawards.org.uk/content/Categories.asp?cat=43
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Independent validation & research

Independent, specialist research companies will validate the success of your campaign 
and can provide confirmation of delivery. This can take the form of face to face or telephone 
backchecking.

Appointment of an independent validation company is the responsibility of the client. In 
addition to calculating delivery levels, these companies can provide insight by assessing the 
impact of the campaign on the target market and directly against competitors. Key elements 
such as – cut-through, readership, retention and motivation can be investigated. They can also 
offer consultancy services to help maximise campaign returns.

Most free newspaper circulation is verified by ABC certification and forms the primary standard 
of backchecking for free newspapers.

GPS

Through the development of GPS and live tracking devices there is the ability to monitor the 
specific efficacy of the distributor but not all practitioners have this capability.

Further information

For full details of door drop practitioners, and useful information sources, please see the 
DMA’s dedicated door drop pages

Click here to view door drop practitioners - http://www.dma.org.uk/supplier/sup-supplier.asp?
mode=supplier&SMode=search&srv=116&rf=y
Click here to view useful information - http://www.dma.org.uk/sectors/d2d-faq.asp
Click here to find out information about the DMA Door Drop Council - http://www.dma.org.uk/
sectors/d2d-plan.asp

Door drop – a unique medium

Door drop is as relevant as ever, even in the digital age. You can determine the scale of the 
campaign, the format and content of the message and have it delivered directly into people’s 
hands/homes. It is physically tangible, highly measurable, with the ability to directly influence 
selected audiences. Door drop can work alone or part of an integrated campaign.

Over 80% of the top UK advertisers use door drop. There are many reasons why top 
organisations use the medium. Please contact a DMA practitioner member to find out how they 
can contribute to your success.

ACCOUNTABILITY

http://www.dma.org.uk/supplier/sup-supplier.asp?mode=supplier&SMode=search&srv=116&rf=y
http://www.dma.org.uk/supplier/sup-supplier.asp?mode=supplier&SMode=search&srv=116&rf=y
http://www.dma.org.uk/sectors/d2d-faq.asp
http://www.dma.org.uk/sectors/d2d-plan.asp
http://www.dma.org.uk/sectors/d2d-plan.asp
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Whether you are a local authority, charitable organisation or consumer-focused business, a
door to door distribution campaign, or ‘Door Drop’ as it is often called, has the potential to
be an extremely effective and high impact method of reaching and communicating with your
target audience.

How effective the medium is for you can depend on a large number of factors.
Whilst not a comprehensive guide, these top ten tips provide basic pointers to help you get
the most from your door drop campaign.

Any reputable door drop supplier will be more than happy to discuss these points and to
answer any questions you have about them.

1. DMA members

Always use a door drop practitioner member of the Direct Marketing Association
(DMA) to undertake your door drop campaigns.

DMA practitioners agree to abide by the DMA’s Code of Practice and are vetted to ensure
that they have the relevant systems available to them.

A list of door drop practitioner members is available from the DMA website: www.dma.org.uk. 
Go to the section “Find Supplier or Agency”. Details about the DMA Code of Practice and Best 
Practice Guidelines for Door Drop Practitioners are also available on the DMA website.

2. Distribution channels

Ask your potential door drop suppliers about the different channels of door to door
distribution they can offer.

There are a number of different channels available and each has its own characteristics. The 
three main channels are: a) Royal Mail Door to Door; b) Free Weekly Newspaper Distribution 
Network; c) Independent Team Distribution Network.

3. Delivery method (solus or shared)

Ask how the item will be delivered. Some channels offer ‘solus’ delivery (yours should be
the only item delivered at that time), whilst other channels offer different types of ‘shared’ 
delivery (where more than one item is delivered at the same time). Some channels offer both.

The delivery method will have a bearing on cost. It may also have a bearing on recipient’s recall 
of your item and should be considered when designing the item for delivery.

TOP TEN TIPS
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4. Structure & resources

Ask your potential suppliers for details about the infrastructure and resources they have
in place, particularly in the field, to carry out your door drop campaign.

Especially check that the supplier has access to sufficient resources to complete your 
campaign within the agreed time.

5. Planning and quantities

Ask your potential suppliers about the information sources they have available to target,
plan and carry out the delivery of your item.

Most door drop campaigns are planned on the basis of deliverable quantities within Postcode
Sectors. Is this right for your campaign? Do you need to target sectors with an above-average
number of particular household types (i.e. demographic targeting)? Can your suppliers offer 
this? What percentage of households are your suppliers able to deliver to within a target area? 
Are the targets realistic? In practice it is relatively difficult and expensive to achieve virtually 
100% delivery penetration of the households in a target area.

6. Delivery checks & validation

Ask your potential door drop suppliers what, if any, delivery checks or tracking services
are included in the contract price.

Some suppliers offer a form of delivery checking as standard. This is where the distribution
company engages someone other than the deliverer to carry out checks to ascertain whether
delivery has taken place (or, more accurately, whether the householder recalls having received 
the item). This is sometimes called ‘backchecking’. Delivery check sample sizes and the way 
checks are conducted (e.g. by telephone or ‘face to face’) will vary between suppliers. Some 
suppliers also operate electronic tracking systems as an alternative to delivery checks.

There are also specialist independent validation or research companies who will undertake 
a more detailed, structured validation of the campaign. These companies are usually 
commissioned by clients directly. The DMA can provide independent validation guidance notes 
for the benefit of users, distribution companies and validation suppliers.

7. Contracts and terms & conditions

Make sure that your potential suppliers are able to provide you with written details of the
agreement you are entering into with them and that it covers all the key points of your
agreement.
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Carefully check the suppliers’ terms and conditions of acceptance to ensure that they are 
suitable and acceptable to you. When dealing with a new supplier, ask for references that you 
can easily check.

8. Design and production

Whilst your door drop suppliers can provide an efficient delivery service, the ‘creative’, i.e. 
the design of your communication item and the offers or information it contains, are key to 
delivering your message.

Door to door distribution offers huge potential to be extremely creative with size, shape, colour 
and design of your item. Consult your door drop supplier at the planning stage to make sure 
that the item is practicable for the chosen delivery method. With any new item, consider testing 
the design for potential response. This can be done via a relatively small scale door drop. Also 
consider environmental factors, such as encouraging recipients to recycle the item after use. 
The DMA offers guidelines on environmental best practice for door drop users.

9. Packaging and delivery of supplies

Different delivery channels have different lead times and different suppliers will have different
requirements for the way your communications material needs to be delivered to them or their 
agents.

Your supplier should advise you how ‘bulk supplies’ of your item should be packed 
and delivered or made available to them. Make sure your printer is able to meet these 
requirements. Any issues at this point in the campaign will have a significant impact on results.

10. Communications & complaints

Choose and involve your door drop suppliers as early as possible in the campaign planning 
process. Share as much information as you can and keep in regular contact with your supplier 
to ensure that they, and you, have all relevant information

If an unexpected event, issue or complaint arises at any stage of the process, involve your 
supplier promptly. Provide them with all the information they need to support you and help you 
to find a solution or to investigate the situation and make appropriate corrective arrangements.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

PAS 2020: Direct Marketing – Environmental performance specification

Early in 2009, the British Standards Institution (BSi) launched a new Publicly Available Standard
(PAS) for Direct Marketing – PAS 2020.

Developed in conjunction with the industry, this provides a comprehensive guide to improving
the environmental performance of a wide range of direct marketing communication channels,
including door to door unaddressed mail.

These guidelines are intended to provide some basic pointers that will make an immediate
impact and help users progress towards compliance of the PAS 2020 specification for door 
drops.

Suppression

The DMA requires, in its Direct Marketing Code of Practice, that members operating door to 
door distribution services have a structure in place, and will make all reasonable endeavours, 
to respect householders’ expressed wishes not to receive unaddressed material, whether 
such requests are made directly to the member or via an industry scheme approved by the 
Association.

The DMA maintains and administers the ‘Your Choice’ preference service for unaddressed mail
which provides advice and assists householders to stop the delivery of unwanted unaddressed
mail.

Logos

Campaigns that promote recycling in the United Kingdom include Recycle Now (see below)

Use of the familiar logos associated with these campaigns will increase the impact and 
success of the ‘recycle’ message.

The logos may be used on their own, without any additional message.

Recycle Now is a campaign aimed at encouraging more 
of people in England to recycle more things, more often 
and to understand the positive benefits of these actions. 
Further information can be found at:
www.recyclenow.com
www.recyclenowpartners.org.uk
Logo / Brand Guide

http://www.recyclenow.com/
http://www.recyclenowpartners.org.uk/
http://www.recyclenowpartners.org.uk/local_authorities/guidelines.html

